To: Distribution  
From: Steve Herbst  
Subject: New value interfaces  
Date: 010/23/80

This MTB proposes a set of command, active function, and subroutine interfaces based on the existing value command. They allow users at command level, exec_com's, and programs to reference value segments containing name-value pairs. The names are character strings, and the values can be any data type, converted to any other.

The value active function itself, with short name val, is used to return the value of a name. Commands to define and list associations, and to switch data bases, have longer names such as value_set (vs), rather than the currently used entriypoint names (value$set). The major additions to the existing value facility are:

1. The ability to maintain perprocess associations that are not stored in any value segment and disappear when the process terminates. This feature allows a value segment to be used as a nonwriteable template containing initial values, and read by the user's process to define its own values: value_set -perprocess [value foe -permanent]

In default mode, [value] returns the perprocess value of a name if one exists; otherwise, it returns the value stored in the user's default value segment, or a specified value segment. The explicit reading and setting of private values is determined by use of the -perprocess (-pp) control argument to the various value commands, its opposite being the default -permanent (-perm).

2. A way of specifying a default value (-default) to be returned when no value is defined.

3. A way of automatically calling an active function (-call) to obtain a value to return when no value is defined for a variable.

4. An update feature (-update, -ud) causes [value_set -ud] to return the previous value of an association, so that the caller can push and pop values. The default is for
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[value_set] to return the value that it sets.

I think that having previous values automatically remembered by a -push and -pop feature is unreliable because an exec_com A that calls exec_com B cannot know how many times B has pushed or popped the stack of values. The proposed interface requires each caller to maintain its own stack of values.

5. A way of causing value_set to increment or decrement the current value by an integer, assuming that the value is the character string representation of an integer.

6. A command to delete associations, value_delete, allows the user to specify that a name has no defined value. Null string is allowed as a defined value.

7. The addition of -match and -exclude to value_set, value_delete, and value_list allows the user to specify classes of variable names. The implementation of these control arguments follows the answer command: each takes a string to be searched for in the variable name; if the string is surrounded by slashes, it is a qedx regular expression to match variable names. For example, the command line "value_set -match /_count$/ 0" sets all counts to zero.

8. A value_set_lock (vsl) command/active function to set the value of a name by calling set_lock_$lock with the current process id rather than by simply copying a value. The active function returns true if the lock was locked within a specified wait time. This locking feature can be used by exec_com's to share databases.

9. A set of subroutine interfaces making all the commands' capabilities available to programs, and additionally handling various data types. The value_$set and value_$get entrypoints are called as options (variable) and convert between the data type of the value argument and the internal character string representation. Two more entrypoints value_$set_data and value_$get_data accept pointers and lengths of uninterpreted regions of storage, allowing programs to store structure data as variable values.

The specialized entrypoints named value_$test_and_set and value_$test_and_set_data set values only if the old value, or the first N words of the old structure value (for example, a version number), match a second input value. These calls are used by a program to make sure that another program has not been using the same name for its own associations.
Syntax as an active function: [val name {-control_args}]
Syntax as a command: val name {-control_args}

Function: returns the character string value of a name, as set by the value_set (vs) command. If the name has no value and -default or -call is not specified, an error occurs. Values, except for perprocess values (-perprocess), are stored in a value segment with suffix "value" (see "Notes on value segment" below).

Arguments:

name  
is a character string. It can -name STR to specify a name beginning with a minus sign, to distinguish it from a control argument.

Control arguments:
-default STR, -df STR  
specifies a default value to be returned if none is set. The character string STR must be quoted if it contains blanks or other special characters. A null string is returned if STR is "". If this control argument is not specified and no value exists, an error occurs.
-pathname PATH, -pn PATH  
specifies a value segment other than the current default one, without changing the default. See "Notes on value segment" below.
-permanent, -perm  
does not look for a perprocess value. The default is to return the perprocess value if one exists, otherwise return the value stored in the value segment. If none exists, an error occurs.
-perprocess, -pp  
looks only for a perprocess value, not for one stored in any value segment. If a perprocess value is not found, an error occurs. This control argument is incompatible with -pathname.
-call AF_STR  
if no value is set for name, the active string AF_STR is expanded and the value of name is set to be the string's return value. Surrounding brackets must be omitted from AF_STR and the string must be quoted if it contains blanks or other special characters, for example "query What tape?" or "value last_date". If -perprocess is also specified, the value set by -call is a perprocess one. Otherwise, it goes into the value segment.

Access required: r on the value segment, except for perprocess values. Also, w is required to set a value by -call.
Notes:
Perprocess values are stored in a temporary value segment in the process directory, and disappear when the process terminates.

By default, both "value name" and "value name -pn PATH" return the perprocess value of name if there is one, otherwise the value stored in the appropriate value segment. By contrast, "value -pp" returns only the perprocess value, and "value -perm" returns only the one in the value segment.

See the related command/active functions value_defined (vdf), value_set (vs), value_delete (vdl), value_list (vls), value_set_path (vsp), and value_path (vp).

Notes on value segment:
The value segment searched is either the one specified by -pathname or the current default value segment. The default segment is initially: [home_dir]>[user name].value
but can be changed by means of the value_set_path (vsp) command and listed by the value_path command/active function. Use of the -pathname control argument does not change the default segment.
value_set, vs

Syntax as an active function: [vs {name} {value_string} {-control_args}]

Function: associates a character string name with a character string value. The value replaces any previous value for name. If -perprocess is specified or the old value is a perprocess one, the value set is perprocess (see "Notes" below). Otherwise, the association is stored in a value segment (see "Notes on value segment" below).

Arguments:

name

is a character string. It can be -name STR to specify a name beginning with a minus sign, to distinguish it from a control argument. There is no restriction on the length of the name.

value_string

is a character string value, quoted if it contains blanks or other special characters. It can be -value STR to specify a value STR that begins with a minus sign, to distinguish it from a control argument. There is no restriction on the length of the value.

Control arguments:

-add N

adds N to the integer value of each name selected by the other control arguments. If any of the names has no value or has a value that is not the character string representation of an integer, an error occurs. The value of N is allowed to be negative or zero, as can be the resulting value.

-exclude STR, -ex STR

changes all existing associations except those for names that match STR. The character string STR is searched for in names; if it is surrounded by slashes (/), it is interpreted as a qedx regular expression to match names. Only perprocess associations are changed if -perprocess is specified, only permanent ones if -permanent is specified, and both are changed by default. The -exclude control argument is incompatible with the name argument, but can appear multiple times and in combination with -match (see "Notes" below). Neither -match not -exclude is allowed for the active function.

-if VALUE_STR

sets the value value_string only if an old value exists and is equal to VALUE_STR, otherwise returns an error. If -match and/or -exclude are also specified, all selected names with current values equal to VALUE_STR are set to value_string.

-match STR

changes all existing associations for names that match STR. The character string STR is searched for in names; if it is surrounded by slashes (/), it is interpreted as a qedx regular expression to match names. Only perprocess associations are changed if -perprocess
is specified, only permanent ones if -permanent is specified, and
both are changed by default. The -match control argument is
incompatible with the name argument, but can appear multiple times
and in combination with -exclude (see "Notes" below). Neither -match
nor -exclude is allowed for the active function.

-pathname PATH, -pn PATH
specifies a value segment other than the current default one,
without changing the default. See "Notes on value segment" below.

-permanent, -perm
sets a value in the value segment, regardless of whether the old
value if any is perprocess or permanent. The default is to change
the perprocess value if one exists, otherwise to change the
permanent value if one exists, otherwise to set a permanent value.

-perprocess, -pp
sets a perprocess value, regardless of whether the old value if any
is perprocess or permanent. The default is to change the
perprocess value if one exists, otherwise to change the permanent
value if one exists, otherwise to set a permanent value.

-subtract N, -sub N
subtracts N from the integer value of each name selected by the
other control arguments. If any of the names has no value or has a
value that is not the character string representation of an integer,
an error occurs.

-update, -ud
causes the value_set active function to return the previous value or
null string if there was no previous value. The default is to return
the value that is set.

Access required: rw on the value segment, except for perprocess values.
Lack of write access results in a warning message:
value_set: No write permission on PATH.
Perprocess value set for NAME.

Notes:
Either name, -match, or -exclude must be specified.
Either value_string or -value STR must be specified.
Perprocess values are stored in a temporary value segment in the
process directory, and disappear when the process terminates.
When a value is set in a value segment that does not exist, the user
is asked whether to create the segment. The user's default value
segment [hd][user name].value is created automatically and a message
is printed.
The -match and -exclude control arguments are applied in the order
specified. Successive -match arguments add to the set of names
processed (union) and successive -exclude arguments narrow down the
set (intersection). For example, assume the defined variables to be:
rs_seg_length, rs_area_length, rs_str_len, arg_str_len, buf_size
The command line:
vs 0 -match /_len/ -exclude /_length/ -match /seg_length/
operates as follows:
The first -match /_len/ causes the set of selected names to be:
rs_seg_length, rs_area_length, rs_str_len, arg_str_len
The following -exclude /_length/ produces the intersection of this set
with the set of names NOT matching /_length/:
rs_str_len, arg_str_len
The following -match /seg_length/ produces the union of this set with
the set of names matching /_seg_length/:
rs_str_len, arg_str_len, rs_seg_length
Finally, the value of each of these selected variables is set to 0.

See the related command/active functions value (val), value_defined
(vdf), value_delete (vdl), value_list (vls), value_set_path (vsp), and
value_path (vp).

Notes on value segment:
The value segment searched is either the one specified by -pathname or
the current default value segment. The default segment is initially:
[home_dir][user name].value
but can be changed by means of the value_set_path (vsp) command and
listed by the value_path (vp) command/active function. Use of the
-pathname control argument does not change the default segment.
Syntax as an active function: \[vsl \text{name \{-control\_args\}}\]

Syntax as a command: \(vsl \text{name \{-control\_args\}}\)

Function: sets the value of a name by calling set_lock_$lock, thereby testing whether it is already locked (whether a value is defined and was set by value_set_lock). It returns false if the existing value was locked either by the calling process or by another valid (running) process, otherwise it returns true and sets a value. If no value for name exists or the value was not set by value_set_lock, a new value is set and value_set_lock returns true.

Arguments:
name
is a character string. It can be \(-\text{name STR}\) to specify a name beginning with a minus sign, to distinguish it from a control argument.

Control arguments:
- \(-\text{pathname PATH, -pn PATH}\)
  specifies a value segment other than the current default one, without changing the default. See "Notes on value segment" below.
- permanent, \(-\text{perm}\)
  sets a lock value in the value segment. (Default)
- perprocess, \(-\text{pp}\)
  sets a perprocess lock value. The default is \(-\text{permanent}\).
- \(-\text{wait\_time N, -wtm N}\)
  specifies the number of seconds N to wait for the lock to become unlocked (have an undefined value) if it is currently locked. The default is 10 seconds. If N is greater than 60 seconds, the value_set_lock command prints a message after waiting 60 seconds.

Access required: rw on the value segment, except for perprocess values.

Notes on value segment:
The value segment searched is either the one specified by \(-\text{pathname or the current default value segment. The default segment is initially:}\)
\[\text{[home\_dir]}\text{[user name].value}\]
but can be changed by means of the value_set_path (vsp) command and listed by the value_path (vp) command/active function. Use of the \(-\text{pathname control argument does not change the default segment.}\)
value_delete, vdl

Syntax as a command: vdl {name} {-control_args}

Function: causes one or more names not to have defined values, as set by value_set and "value -call". Both perprocess values and those stored in a value seg are deleted, unless -perprocess or -permanent is specified.

Arguments:

name

is a character string. It can be -name STR to specify a name beginning with a minus sign, to distinguish it from a control argument.

Control arguments:

-all, -a

deletes all defined perprocess and permanent values. If -perprocess is specified, only perprocess values are deleted. If -permanent is specified, only values stored in the value segment are deleted. The -all control argument is incompatible with -match and -exclude and with the name argument.

-exclude STR, -ex STR
deletes all existing values except those for names that match STR. The character string STR is searched for in names; if STR is surrounded by slashes (/), it is interpreted as a qedx regular expression to match names. Only perprocess values are deleted if -perprocess is specified, only permanent ones if -permanent is specified, and both are deleted by default. The -exclude control argument is incompatible with -all and with the name argument, but can appear multiple times and in combination with -match (see "Notes" below).

-match STR
deletes all existing values for names that match STR. The character string STR is searched for in names; if it is surrounded by slashes (/), it is interpreted as a qedx regular expression to match names. Only perprocess values are deleted if -perprocess is specified, only permanent ones if -permanent is specified, and both are deleted by default. The -match control argument is incompatible with -all and with the name argument, but can appear multiple times and in combination with -exclude (see "Notes" below).

pathname PATH, -pn PATH

specifies a value segment other than the current default one, without changing the default. For more information, type:

    help value -section "Notes on value segment"

-permanent, -perm
deletes only values stored in the value segment. The default is to delete the perprocess value if one exists, otherwise to delete any permanent value.
-perprocess, -pp
  deletes only perprocess values. The default is to delete the
  perprocess value if one exists, otherwise to delete any
  permanent value.

Access required: rw on the value segment, except for perprocess values.

Notes:
Either name, -all, -match, or -exclude must be specified.

The -match and -exclude control arguments are applied in the order
specified. Successive -match arguments add to the set of names
processed (union) and successive -exclude arguments narrow down the
set (intersection). For example, assume the defined variables to be:
  rs_seg_length, rs_area_length, rs_str_len, arg_str_len, buf_size
The command line:
  vdl -match /_len/ -exclude /_length/ -match /seg_length/
operates as follows:
The first -match /_len/ causes the set of selected names to be:
  rs_seg_length, rs_area_length, rs_str_len, arg_str_len
The following -exclude /_length/ produces the intersection of this set
with the set of names NOT matching /_length/:
  rs_str_len, arg_str_len
The following -match /seg_length/ produces the union of this set with
the set of names matching /_seg_length/:
  rs_str_len, arg_str_len, rs_seg_length
Finally, the value of each of these selected variables is deleted.

See the related command/active functions value (val), value_defined
(vdf), value_set (vs), value_list (vls), value_set_path (vsp), and
value_path (vp).
value_defined, vdf

Syntax as an active function: [vdf name {-control_args}]
Syntax as a command: vdf name {-control_args}

Function: returns true if name has a value set by the value_set (vs) command or by "value -call", false otherwise. The value can be perprocess or reside in a value segment (type "help value").

Arguments:

name
is a character string. It can be -name STR to specify a name beginning with a minus sign, to distinguish it from a control argument.

Control arguments:

-pathname PATH, -pn PATH
specifies a value segment other than the current default one, without changing the default. For more information, type: help value -section "Notes on value segment"

-permanent, -perm
returns true only if a value is defined in the value segment, regardless of whether a perprocess value exists. The default is to return true for either a perprocess or a permanent value.

-perprocess, -pp
returns true only if a perprocess value is defined.

Access required: r to the value segment, except for perprocess values. Lack of r access is equivalent to no value defined in the segment.

Notes:
See the related command/active functions value (val), value_set (vs), value_delete (vdl), value_list (vls), value_set_path (vsp), and value_path (vp).
010/23/80 value_list, vls

Syntax as an active function: [vls {name} {-control_args}]
Syntax as a command: vls {name} {-control_arg}

Function: lists one or more name-value pairs as set by value_set and "value -call".

Arguments:
name
is a character string. It can be -name STR to specify a name STR beginning with a minus sign, to distinguish it from a control argument.

Control arguments:
-all, -a
lists all defined values. Only perprocess values are listed if -perprocess is specified, only permanent ones if -permanent is specified, and both are listed by default. The -all control argument is incompatible with -match and -exclude and with the name argument.

-exclude STR, -ex STR
lists all values except those for names that match STR. The character string STR is searched for in names; if it is surrounded by slashes (/), it is interpreted as a qedx regular expression to match names. Only perprocess values are listed if -perprocess is specified, only permanent ones if -permanent is specified, and both are listed by default. The -exclude control argument is incompatible with -all and with the name argument, but can appear multiple times and in combination with -match (see "Notes" below).

-match STR
lists STR values for names that match STR. The character string STR is searched for in names; if it is surrounded by slashes (/), it is interpreted as a qedx regular expression to match names. Only perprocess values are listed if -perprocess is specified, only permanent ones if -permanent is specified, and both are listed by default. The -match control argument is incompatible with -all and with the name argument, but can appear multiple times and in combination with -exclude (see "Notes" below).

-pathname PATH, -pn PATH
specifies a value segment other than the current default one, without changing the default. For more information, type: help value -section "Notes on value segment"

Multiple -pn arguments are allowed to list values in more than one value segment.

-permanent, -perm
lists only values stored in the value segment. The default is to list both permanent and perprocess values.
-perprocess, -pp
lists only perprocess values. The default is to list both perprocess values and those stored in the value segment.

Access required: r on the value segment, except for perprocess values.

Notes:
Either name, -all, -match, or -exclude must be specified.
The list is sorted alphabetically by name.
The value_list command by default lists perprocess and permanent values interspersed, the perprocess names preceded by "PP ".
The value_list active function returns the selected names separated by spaces, and no values.
The -match and -exclude control arguments are applied in the order specified. Successive -match arguments add to the set of names processed (union) and successive -exclude arguments narrow down the set (intersection). For example, assume the defined variables to be:
rs_seg_length, rs_area_length, rs_str_len, arg_str_len, buf_size
The command line:
vls -match /_len/ -exclude /_length/ -match /seg_length/
operates as follows:
The first -match /_len/ causes the set of selected names to be:
rs_seg_length, rs_area_length, rs_str_len, arg_str_len
The following -exclude /_length/ produces the intersection of this set with the set of names NOT matching /_length/:
rs_str_len, arg_str_len
The following -match /seg_length/ produces the union of this set with the set of names matching /seg_length/:
rs_str_len, arg_str_len, rs_seg_length
Finally, the value of each of these selected variables is listed.
See the related command/active functions value (val), value_defined (vdf), value_set (vs), value_delete (vdl), value_set_path (vsp), and value_path (vp).
Syntax: vsp path {--control_arg}

Function: sets the default value segment used by the value commands without -pathname.

Arguments:
path
is the pathname of a value segment or a nonexistent segment, which is created. The value suffix is assumed.

Control arguments:
--brief, --bf
suppresses the warning printed when the user lacks write access to the value segment.

Access required:
At least r access to the value segment is required, and rw is preferred. If the user lacks r access, the default path is not changed and an error message is printed. If the user lacks rw, the default path is changed, but a warning is printed. The --brief control argument can be used to suppress this warning.

Notes:
The default value segment in a process is initially:
[home_dir]>[user name].value
value_path, vp

Syntax as an active function: [vp]

Syntax as a command: vp

Function: returns the pathname of the current default value segment used by the value commands without -pathname.
Function: reads and maintains value segments containing name-value pairs.

Entry points in value_

:Entry: get: 010/23/80 value_$get

Syntax:

dcl value_$get entry options (variable);

call value_$get (seg_ptr, switches, name, value_arg, code);

Function: returns the defined value of a name.

Arguments:

seg_ptr
    is a pointer to the base of a value segment. To initialize a new value segment, create a segment with suffix "value" and call value_$init_seg with a pointer to its base. If seg_ptr is null, the default value segment is used, which is initially:
    [home_dir][user name].value
    but can be changed by value_$set_path or the value_set_path (vsp) command. (Input)

switches
    is a bit (36) word of switches: (Input)
    perprocess
        looks only for a perprocess value, not for one stored in any value segment. This switch is incompatible with "permanent".
        The default if both switches are off is to return the perprocess value if one exists, otherwise return the value stored in the value segment.
    permanent
        looks only for a value stored in the value segment.

name
    is a fixed-length or varying character string. If fixed-length, trailing blanks are trimmed. There must be at least one character. (Input)

value_arg
    is the returned value, having any data type. If conversion from the internal character string representation cannot be performed, error_table_$bad_conversion is returned. Conversion errors cannot occur if value_arg is a character string, but if it has a maxlength > 0, the error code error_table_$smallarg is returned if truncation occurs. (Output)

code
    is a standard error code. It is error_table$_oldnamerr ("Name not
found." if no value is defined. (Output)

Access required: r access to the value segment, except for perprocess values.

Notes:
Perprocess values are stored in a temporary value segment in the process directory, and disappear when the process terminates.

:Entry: get_data: 010/23/80 value$_get_data

Syntax:
dcl value$_get_data entry (ptr, bit (36), char (*),
   ptr, ptr, fixed bin (18), fixed bin (18), fixed bin (35));
call value$_get_data (seg_ptr, switches, name,
   area_ptr, buffer_ptr, buffer_size, data_size, code);

Function: returns, into a caller-supplied buffer, the region of storage that is defined as the value of a name, as set by either value$_set_data or value$_test_and_set_data.

Arguments:
seg_ptr
   is a pointer to the base of a value segment. To initialize a new value segment, create a segment with suffix "value" and call value$_init_seg with a pointer to its base. If seg_ptr is null, the default value segment is used, which is initially: [home_dir]>[user name].value but can be changed by value$_set_path or the value_set_path (vsp) command. (Input)
switches
   is a bit (36) word of switches: (Input)
   perprocess
      looks only for a perprocess value, not for one stored in any value segment. This switch is incompatible with "permanent".
      The default if both switches are off is to return the perprocess value if one exists, otherwise return the value stored in the value segment.
   permanent
      looks only for a value stored in the value segment.
name
   is a character string with at least one nonblank character.
   Trailing blanks are trimmed. (Input)
area_ptr
   if nonnull, points to an area in which the value can be allocated.
   If null, buffer_ptr and buffer_size are used. (Input)
buffer_ptr
  if area_ptr is null, points to a region of storage into which the
  value can be copied. (Input)
buffer_size
  is the number of words in the buffer pointed to by buffer_ptr.
  (Input)
data_size
  is the number of words in the value. If it is greater than
  buffer_size, only buffer_size words are returned, data_size is set
  to the full size of the value, and error_table_$smallarg is
  returned. (Output)
code
  is a standard error code. It is error_table_$oldnamerr ("Name not
  found.") if no value is defined. (Output)

Access required:  r on the value segment, except for perprocess
values.

Notes:
Perprocess values are stored in a temporary value segment in the
process directory, and disappear when the process terminates.

:Entry: set: 010/23/80  value_$set

Syntax:
dcl value_$set entry options (variable);
call value_$set (seg_ptr, switches, name, new_value, old_value, code);

Function: defines a value for a name, readable by value_$get.

Arguments:
seg_ptr
  is a pointer to the base of a value segment. To initialize a new
  value segment, create a segment with suffix "value" and call
  value_$init_seg with a pointer to its base. If seg_ptr is null, the
  default value segment is used, which is initially:
  [home_dir]>[user name].value
  but can be changed by value_$set_path or the value_set_path (vsp)
  command. (Input)
switches
  is a bit (36) word of switches: (Input)
  perprocess
    sets a perprocess value. This switch is incompatible with
    "permanent". The default if both switches are off is to set
    a perprocess value if one already exists, otherwise to set
    a value in the value segment.
permanent

sets a value in the value segment.

name is a fixed-length or varying character string. If fixed-length, trailing blanks are trimmed. There must be at least one character. (Input)

new_value is the value to be set, having any data type. If conversion to the internal character string representation cannot be performed, error_table_$badcall is returned. (Input)

old_value is the current value, having any data type. If no value is currently defined, the value of this argument is not changed. If conversion from the internal character string representation cannot be performed, error_table_$bad_conversion is returned. (Output)

code is a standard error code. Having no previous value defined does not cause an error code to be returned.

Access required: rw to the value segment, except for perprocess values.

Notes:
Perprocess values are stored in a temporary value segment in the process directory, and disappear when the process terminates.

:Entry: set_data: 010/23/80 value_$set_data

Syntax:
dcl value_$set_data entry (ptr, bit (36), char (*),
ptr, fixed bin (18),
ptr, ptr, fixed bin (18),
ptr, fixed bin (18), fixed bin (35));
call value_$set_data (seg_ptr, switches, name,
new_data_ptr, new_data_size,
area_ptr, buffer_ptr, buffer_size,
old_data_ptr, old_data_size, code);

Function: defines the value for a name to be a specified number of words of data, readable by value_$get_data.

Arguments:
seg_ptr
is a pointer to the base of a value segment. To initialize a new value segment, create a segment with suffix "value" and call value_$init_seg with a pointer to its base. If seg_ptr is null, the
default_value_segment is used, which is initially:

\[ \text{[home_dir]}/[\text{user name}].value \]

but can be changed by value_$set_path or the value_set_path (vsp) command. (Input)

switches

is a bit (36) word of switches: (Input)

perprocess

sets a perprocess value. This switch is incompatible with

"permanent". The default if both switches are off is to set

a perprocess value if one already exists, otherwise to set

a value in the value segment.

default_value_segment

permanent

sets a value in the value segment.

name

is a character string with at least one nonblank character.

Trailing blanks are trimmed. (Input)

new_data_ptr

is a pointer to the value to be set. (Input)

new_data_size

is the number of words in the value to be set. (Input)

area_ptr

if nonnull, points to an area in which the old (return) value is
to be allocated. If null, buffer_ptr and buffer_size are used.

(Input)

buffer_ptr

if area_ptr is null, points to a region of storage into which the
old value can be copied. If both area_ptr and buffer_ptr are null,
the old value is not returned. (Input)

buffer_size

is the number of words in the buffer pointed to by buffer_ptr.

If the old value is too large to fit, error_table_$smallarg is
returned but old_data_size is correct. (Input)

old_data_ptr

is a pointer to the old value. (Output)

old_data_size

is the number of words returned as the old value. (Output)

code

is a standard status code. Having no previous value defined does
not cause an error code to be returned. (Output)

Access required: rw on the value segment, except for perprocess

values.

Notes:

Perprocess values are stored in a temporary value segment in the

process directory, and disappear when the process terminates.

:Entry: defined: 010/23/80  value_$defined
Syntax:
dcl value_$defined entry (ptr, bit (36), char (*), fixed bin (35))
  returns (bit (1));

defined_sw = value_$defined (seg_ptr, switches, name, code);

Function: returns "1"b if a value is defined for name, "0"b otherwise.

Arguments:
seg_ptr
  is a pointer to the base of a value segment. To initialize a new
  value segment, create a segment with suffix "value" and call
  value_$init_seg with a pointer to its base. If seg_ptr is null, the
  default value segment is used, which is initially:
    [home_dir]>[user name].value
  but can be changed by value_$set_path or the value_set_path (vsp)
  command. (Input)

switches
  is a bit (36) word of switches: (Input)
    perprocess
      looks only for a perprocess value, not for one stored in any
      value segment. This switch is incompatible with "permanent".
      The default if both switches are off is to return the
      perprocess value if one exists, otherwise return the value
      stored in the value segment.
    permanent
      looks only for a value stored in the value segment.

name
  is a character string with at least one nonblank character.
  Trailing blanks are trimmed. (Input)

code
  is a standard status code. (Output)

Access required:  r on the value segment, except for perprocess values.

:Entry: delete: 010/23/80 value_$delete

Syntax:
dcl value_$delete entry (ptr, bit (36), char (*), fixed bin (35));
call value_$delete (seg_ptr, switches, name, code);

Function: causes there to be no value defined for name.

Arguments:
seg_ptr
is a pointer to the base of a value segment. To initialize a new
value segment, create a segment with suffix "value" and call
value$_init_seg with a pointer to its base. If seg_ptr is null, the
default value segment is used, which is initially:
[home_dir]_[user name].value
but can be changed by value$_set_path or the value_set_path (vsp)
command. (Input)

switches
is a bit (36) word of switches: (Input)
perprocess
sets a perprocess value. This switch is incompatible with
"permanent". The default if both switches are off is to set
a perprocess value if one already exists, otherwise to set
a value in the value segment.
permanent
sets a value in the value segment.
name
is a character string with at least one nonblank character.
Trailing blanks are trimmed. (Input)

code
is a standard status code. (Output)

Access required: rw on the value segment, except for perprocess
values.

:Entry: set_lock: 010/23/80 value$_set_lock

Syntax:
dcl value$_set_lock entry (ptr, bit (36), char (*), fixed bin,
  fixed bin (35));
call value$_set_lock (seg_ptr, switches, name, wait_time,
  code);

Function: sets the value of a name by calling set_lock$lock, thereby
testing whether it is already locked (whether a value is defined and
was set by value$_set_lock). This entry point locks the lock if it is
not already locked.

Arguments:
seg_ptr
is a pointer to the base of a value segment. To initialize a new
value segment, create a segment with suffix "value" and call
value$_init_seg with a pointer to its base. If seg_ptr is null, the
default value segment is used, which is initially:
[home_dir]_[user name].value
but can be changed by value$_set_path or the value_set_path (vsp)
command. (Input)
switches
  is a bit (36) word of switches: (Input)
  perprocess
    sets a perprocess lock value. This switch is incompatible
    with "permanent". The default is to set a permanent value.
    permanent
    sets a lock value in the value segment. This is the default.
    name
      is a fixed-length or varying character string. If fixed-length,
      trailing blanks are trimmed. There must be at least one character.
      (Input)
    wait_time
      is the number of seconds to wait for the lock to become unlocked
      (have an undefined value) if it is currently locked. After that
      time has elapsed and the lock is still locked, an error code is
      returned. (Input)
    code
      is a standard status code. It is error_table_$locked_by_this_process
      if the lock is already locked by the caller's process,
      error_table_$lock_wait_time_exceeded if the lock is locked by
      another process, or zero if this entry point was able to lock
      the lock. (Output)

Access required:  rw on the value segment, except for perprocess.

:Entry: test_and_set: 010/23/80  value_$test_and_set

Syntax:
  dcl value_$test_and_set entry options (variable);
  call value_$test_and_set (seg_ptr, switches, name,
    new_value, old_value, code);

Function: defines a new value for a name, only if the name has a
specified current value.

Arguments:
seg_ptr
  is a pointer to the base of a value segment. To initialize a new
value segment, create a segment with suffix "value" and call
value_$init_seg with a pointer to its base. If seg_ptr is null, the
default value segment is used, which is initially:
  [home_dir]>Person_id.value
but can be changed by value_$set_path or the value_set_path (vsp)
command. (Input)
switches
  is a bit (36) word of switches: (Input)
  perprocess
tests and sets a perprocess value. This switch is
incompatible with "permanent". The default if both switches
are off is to test the perprocess value if one is defined,
otherwise to test the value in the value segment. The value
set is perprocess or permanent depending on the value tested.

permanent

tests and sets the value in the value segment.

name

is a fixed-length or varying character string. If fixed-length,
trailing blanks are trimmed. There must be at least one character.

(new)

new_value

is the value to be set, having any data type. If conversion to the
internal character string representation cannot be performed, the
error code error_table_$badcall is returned. (Input)

old_value

is the caller-supplied value that must equal the value currently
defined in order for the new value to be set. (Input)

code

is a standard status code. It is error_table_$action_not_performed
if old_value does not match the currently defined value.

Access required: rw to the value segment, except for perprocess
values.

Notes:

If the value tested is perprocess, the value set is also perprocess,
and vice-versa.

:Entry: test_and_set_data: 010/23/80 value$_test_and_set_data

Syntax:

dcl value$_test_and_set_data entry (ptr, bit (36), char (*),
  ptr, fixed bin (18),
  ptr, fixed bin (18), fixed bin (35));

call value$_test_and_set_data (seg_ptr, switches, name,
  new_data_ptr, new_data_size,
  old_data_ptr, old_data_size, code);

Function: defines the value for a name to be a specified number of
words of data, readable by value$_get_data, only if the first N words
of the name's current value have specified contents.

Arguments:

seg_ptr

is a pointer to the base of a value segment. To initialize a new
value segment, create a segment with suffix "value" and call 
value_$init_seg with a pointer to its base. If seg_ptr is null, the 
default value segment is used, which is initially:

[home_dir]>[user name].value

but can be changed by value_$set_path or the value_set_path (vsp) 
command. (Input)

switches

is a bit (36) word of switches: (Input)

perprocess

looks only for a perprocess value, not for one stored in any 
value segment. This switch is incompatible with "permanent".
The default if both switches are off is to return the 
perprocess value if one exists, otherwise return the value 
stored in the value segment.

permanent

looks only for a value stored in the value segment.

name

is a character string with at least one nonblank character.

Trailing blanks are trimmed. (Input)

new_data_ptr

is a pointer to the value to be set. If null, the current value is 
deleted and no value is defined. (Input)

new_data_size

is the number of words in the value to be set. (Input)

old_data_ptr

is a pointer to some data, whose first old_data_size words must 
equal the first old_data_size words of the name's current value in 
order for the new value to be set. (Input)

old_data_size

is the number of words to be compared. This number can be less 
than the number of words in the name's current value (used, for 
example, to compare only the header of a structure), but an 
error code is returned if it is greater. (Input)

code

is a standard status code. It is error_table_$action_not_performed 
if the old-value match fails. (Output)

Access required: rw on the value segment, except for perprocess 
values.

Notes:

If the value tested is perprocess, the value set is also perprocess, 
and vice-versa.

The value of a name can be conditionally deleted by passing a null 
new_data_ptr.

<Entry: set_path: 010/23/80 value_$set_path
Syntax:

dcl value_$set_path entry (char(*), bit (1), fixed bin (35));
call value_$set_path entry (path, create_sw, code);

Function: sets the default value segment used by the value commands with no -pathname argument.

Arguments:
path
  is the pathname. The value suffix is assumed. (Input)
create_sw
  is ON to create a value segment if none exists. (Input)
code
  is a standard status code. (Output)

:Entry: get_path: 010/23/80 value_$get_path

Syntax:

dcl value_$get_path entry (char(*), fixed bin (35));
call value_$get_path (path, code);

Function: returns the pathname of the current default value segment used by value commands without -pathname.

Arguments:
path
  is the pathname. (Output)
code
  is a standard status code. (Output)

:Entry: init_seg: 010/23/80 value_$init_seg

Syntax:

dcl value_$init_seg entry (ptr, fixed bin, ptr,
 fixed bin (19), fixed bin (35));
call value_$init_seg (seg_ptr, seg_type, remote_area_ptr,
 seg_size, code);

Function: initializes a segment to be a value segment.

Arguments:
573 seg_ptr is a pointer to a segment. (Input)
574
575 seg_type determines the type of use to which the value segment will be put, and therefore the method of allocating values: (Input)
576 0 - permanent: shareable by multiple processes and therefore locked when modified, with values always stored in the value segment itself.
577 1 - perprocess: for use only by the calling process and therefore never locked, with values optionally stored in an area outside the "value segment" (see the remote_area_ptr argument below).
578
579 remote_area_ptr for a perprocess segment only, points to an area outside the value segment in which values are to be allocated. For example, the "value segment" can be a region of storage 72 words long consisting only of a header, and remote_area_ptr can point to system_free_4_. (Input)
580
581 seg_size is the number of words available to the value segment, or to the remote area if remote_area_ptr isnonnull. If seg_size is 0, the available size is an entire segment. (Input)
582
583 code is a standard status code. (Output)
584
585 Access required: rw on the segment.